
                                     Night Safari Singapore 
 

Destination: Singapore 

Duration: 3.5 Hours (Approx) 

Pick up time:7:15 pm (Approx) 

Description 

You might have seen animals in the zoo during the day time. However, how many of you can say that you have 
seen animals in the nighttime? Most animals are nocturnal and night is the time when they are most active. 
Realizing this, the Singapore Zoo started the Night Safari Tour. The park contains more than 2500 animal 
species, and is spread across a massive 40 hectares. The animals are put in natural settings that are as good as 
a forest.   

The massive park is divided into 7 different zones that represent 7 different climate conditions. In each area, 
animals belonging to that particular climate are housed. The different zones in the park are Equatorial Africa, 
Indian Subcontinent, Himalayan Foothills, Asian Riverine Forest, Nepalese River Valley, Indo-Malayan Region, 
and Burmese Hillside.  
 
The most popular way to experience the safari is through a tram ride. However, the tour also has a nice walking 
trail that is lit by the moonlight. The whole park is dimly lit by the moonlight. This is one of the best ways to enjoy 
the safari.  Some trails you will see on the tour are the Fishing Cat Trail, the Wallaby Trail and the Leopard Trail. 
Close to the Leopard Trail are 2 aviaries that house the flying squirrel and the Malayan flying fox. They are quite 
rare and perfect to observe in their natural habitat. 
  
A tour of the park is not the only thing the night safari consists of. You also have the Thumbuakar Performance, 
where pyro warriors amaze you with their fire dancing and fire eating skills. It is followed by a 20 min interactive 
show called the Creatures of the Night. During this show, nocturnal creatures like the civet cat, hyena, otter, 
binturong, etc. showcase their talents.  

 

 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/nature-and-wildlife/night-safari-singapore-4683


 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)   

 Tickets for the Night Safari Jungle Tour 

 Hotel Drop off (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)   

 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour whenever, 

at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic problems, we 

will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per your location 

as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, then we will not 

arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except in case of 

private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                               Singapore City Tour  
 
 

Duration: 3 Hours (Approx) 

Pick up Time: 10:00 am (Approx) 

 

 

 

 

Description 

Singapore is the crowning glory of Southeast-Asia. It is one of the region’s top holiday destinations. In 
RTTs’ tour, you will get an opportunity to see the city’s famous sites and attractions. The tour 
promises to be full of entertainment, fun, and memories worth a lifetime. 

 

Some of the attractions you will see on the tour are Merlion Park, Fountain of Wealth, Orchard Road, 
Merlion Park, etc. The Merlion Park is home to the Merlion statue. It is the official icon of Singapore. 
The park also gives stunning views of Marina Bay Sands and Singapore Flyer. 

 

Two other important places on the itinerary are Little India and Chinatown. The Indian and Chinese 
communities make up a large population of the settled immigrants in Singapore. These two places are 
perfect to experience Singapore’s multicultural diversity..  

 

 

 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/city-tours/singapore-city-tour-with-guide-4679


 

 

 

 

Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up 

 Suntec City 

 Orchard Road 

 Merlion Park (Plenty photo-ops) 

 Fountain of Wealth 

 Drive through Chinatown and Little India 

 Hotel Drop off 

 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour whenever, 

at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic problems, we 

will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per your location 

as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, then we will not 

arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except in case of 

private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                              Gardens by the Bay 

 

Duration: 3 Hours (Approx) 

Pick up Time: 4:30 pm (Approx) 

 

 

Description 

Singapore is one of the most modern and developed cities of this century. It is a concrete jungle full of 
impressive structures. However,standing out like an oasis in the concrete jungle are Gardens by the 
Bay. It is a beautiful park full of beautiful flora. This is the place where all nature lovers gather to enjoy 
greenery and fresh air.  

The park is divided into 3 zones, spread across 101 hectares of land.The park is home to more than 
250,000 plants and flowers. The Bay South is known for its gardening and horticulture displays. It is a 
tropical  
garden,which is also home to 2 bio-controlled conservatories, Cloud Forest and Flower Dome. The 
Flower Dome mimics the environment of the Mediterranean region It hasrare flowers from that region. 
The Cloud Forest provides us the environment of mountains that are 1000 to 3000 metres high 
.  
Bay South is connected to Bay East through the Bay Central. Bay East is known to be a serene 
location with a well-designed garden that will put you atease. Also, it has a 2 km long water 
promenade that will have spell bound.  

Besides the 3 wonderful gardens, the Supertree Grove will leave you awestruck. Displaying 
Singapore’s technological advancement, this place houses 3 man-made trees that are also eco-
friendly. They capture sunlight and generate solar energy through their photovoltaic cells. Another 
great attraction is the 20 metre high walkway that connects 2 Supertrees. It is 128 metres long and 
gives a complete view of the park. The Grove is also home to Dragonfly and Kingfisher Lake. 



Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 Admission Tickets to Garden by the Bay 

 Hotel Drop off (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour whenever, 

at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic problems, we 

will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per your location 

as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, then we will not 

arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except in case of 

private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

                                    Half Day Sentosa Island Tour 
 
Duration:7 hours (Approx) 

 
Pick up Time: 2:00 pm (Approx) 

 

 

 

Description 

One of the most delightful places in Singapore is the celebrated Sentosa Island. Moreover, you 
cannot expect anything less from an island which was created exclusively for the purpose of 
entertainment. While there are so many interesting and exciting things to see and do in this fun island, 
our half day Sentosa tour package ensures that you get to see at least some of the best things that 
the island offers 
. 
Your Sentosa tour would begin with a cable car ride that takes you from Mount Faber to Sentosa. This 
gives you a bird's eye view of this beautiful island. You would be able to catch several iconic places 
like the Merlion Tower and the Tiger Sky Tower from the top. At the island, your first stop would be at 
Images of Singapore LIVE where you would be able to see the history, culture and heritage of 
Singapore via the animatronics. Here, you would be able to view the journey of Singapore from what it 
was in the past to what it is today. 
 
Madame Tussauds Museum is also a part of your Sentosa Tour. You would get to see and click 
pictures with the wax models of your favourite stars and celebrated personalities. The highlight of the 
show is the Wings of Time show. Set against the background of the open sea, this sound and light 
show would leave you mesmerised. The combined effect of laser show, water display, music and 
laser show is absolutely wonderful, and we ensure that you get the best seats to enjoy a marvellous 
show. 

 

 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/sentosa-island-tours/half-day-sentosa-island-tour-4690


 

Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 Cable car ride (one way) 

 Wings of Time (2040 hours) 

 Madame Tussauds Museum + IOS Live  ( If Premium Package Selected) 

 Luge and Sky Ride ( If Standard Package Selected) 

 Hotel Drop off (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 

 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour whenever, 

at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic problems, we 

will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per your location 

as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, then we will not 

arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except in case of 

private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                Universal Studios Singapore 

 

Duration: 10 Hours (Approx) 

Pick up time:  9:00 am(Approx) 

 

Description 

Who doesn’t love movies? Everyone has their favourite movies whose dialogues they can quote verbatim. If you 
too are a movie buff, then you should definitely check out Universal Studios. They are part of the Resorts World 
Sentosa. Universal Studios has many themed rides, entertainment zones, and exhilarating shows that will leave 
you awestruck. Let’s take a closer look at what all awaits you in Universal Studios. 
 
Hollywood: If you’ve always wanted to see Hollywood Boulevard, but have not got the chance to go Los Angeles, 
you can experience it right here in Singapore. The famous street has been recreated, and is an exact replica of 
the original. Another great replica zone here is the New York Zone. It has the same skyline, facades, and 
sidewalks that you will see in the Big Apple. 

Ancient Egypt: Calling all adventure lovers. The Ancient Egypt zone is full of adventure rides. Be sure to check 
out the Revenge of the Mummy: The Ride and Treasure Hunter. Furthermore, there are two more rides, The 
Waterworld, and The Jurassic Park, which are a part of The Lost World section. 

Far Away: The inner child in you will come alive in the land of Far Far Away, where all fantasies come to life. If 
you have children with you then this place is compulsory stop, as they get a chance to meet their favourite 
fairytale creatures. You can also check out rides like, Enchanted Airways, Magic Potion Spin, Shrek 4D 
Adventure, etc. 

Madagascar: Do you love to dance to the song, “I like to move it move it” by King Julian? If yes, you will get a 
chance to dance to the song and more at the Madagascar section at Universal Studios. The whole theme of the 
movie has been recreated in this section, so you will feel you are part of this movie. Madagascar is full of rides 
and adventures that you will absolutely love. 

Sci-Fi City: - This place is home to one of the tallest roller coaster rides in the world. It is 42.7 metres high. So, 
get ready to face your fears, and take a memorable ride on this amazing roller coaster.   Fun, adventure, and 
entertainment, this is what a day at the Universal Studios promises to be. Call us today to book your tickets. 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/theme-parks/universal-studios-singapore-4686


Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 Entrance Tickets 

 

 All access tickets for the rides and attractions at Universal Studios (Except Rock-climbing) 

 Hotel Drop off (If Sharing/Private Transfer option selected)  

 

 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour 

whenever, at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic 

problems, we will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, 

based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour 

guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per 

your location as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-

up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, 

then we will not arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except 

in case of private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                             SEA  Aquarium Singapore 
 

Duration: 3 Hours Approx 

Pick up Time:  9:00 am (Approx) 

 

Description 

Sentosa Island is one of the most popular attractions in Singapore. There is so much to do on this 
island that you will never have a dull moment. One amazing place that you should visit is the South-
East Asia Aquarium, which is better known as S.E.A. Aquarium. Operated by the Marine Life Park, 
the aquarium is one of the finest in the world. It is home to over 800 different species, and over 
10,000 aquatic animals 
. 
In the aquarium, you must visit the Open Ocean, where you get to view the ocean, and 50,000 marine 
animals in their natural habitat. This attraction is right at the sea bed. Furthermore, the aquarium has 
many other special zones that create artificial atmospheres in accordance to the region they 
represent. In these zones, you can see, shipwreck habitats of Java Sea and Strait of Karimata, 
lobsters of South China, Red Sea’s coral reef habitats, endangered plant species of Laccadive Sea 
and the Bay of Bengal 
. 
Other marine life you will see here are fire shrimp, piranhas of Africa, broomtail wrasse, etc. They are 
located in the 49 habitats located across 10 distinct zones. The other important place you should 
explore is the Discovery Touch Pool. It is located in the Strait of Malacca & Andaman Sea, and brings 
you close to creatures like pencil urchin, sea cucumbers, and many others.  

 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/sentosa-island-tours/sea-aquarium-4687


 

 

Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up (If Private Transfer option selected)   

 Entry ticket to S.E.A. Aquarium 

 View of 10,000 marine of 800 different species 

 Hotel Drop off (If Private Transfer option selected)   

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour 

whenever, at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic 

problems, we will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, 

based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour 

guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per 

your location as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-

up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, 

then we will not arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except 

in case of private transfers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                        Singapore Flyer 

 

Duration: 3 Hours (Approx) 

Time:10:am (Approx) 

 

 

Description 

One of the best ways to explore Singapore is by walking through the city. However, if you want to see 
the city in a completely different way, you can check out the Singapore Flyer. It is a giant Ferris wheel 
with observation decks that give you a stunning view of Singapore. we take you on this amazing ride 
full of breathtaking views.  
 
The Singapore Flyer consists 28 viewing decks known as capsules. They are climate controlled and 
have 28 seats. At the very top, you can completely see Singapore, including its many sites and 
attractions. Some of the places you will see are Singapore River, Fort Canning Park, Marina Bay, 
Raffles Place, Empress Palace, 
Floating Stadium, Padang, Merlion Park, etc. If you look closely, you can also catch a glimpse of 
Indonesia and Malaysia, Singapore’s neighbor countries. 
 
That’s not all. The Singapore Flyer also has something else on offer. If you take their Journey of 
Dream ride, through its 7 galleries, you will get to know about the architecture of this great city, and 
how the Singapore Flyer was built. 
 
If you do not want to miss out on this amazing ride, call us and we will make this dream come true for 
you.  

 

 

https://www.raynab2b.in/tours/singapore/singapore-city/city-tours/singapore-flyer-4685


 

 

Inclusions 

 Hotel Pick up 

 

 Singapore Flyer’s admission ticket 

 One flight rotation of the giant wheel 

 Hotel Drop off 

 

Terms Conditions 

 We reserve the complete right to reschedule an itinerary or route, adjust pricing, or even cancel a tour 

whenever, at our sole discretion, mainly if we deem it is vital for your safety or convenience.  

 Unused inclusion in a tour package is non-refundable.  

 Any guest failing to reach on time at the designated pick-up point will be considered a no-show. No 

reimbursement or alternative transfer will be arranged in such circumstances. 

 Should a tour booking be cancelled or altered for reasons of bad weather, vehicle issue or traffic 

problems, we will make all sincere efforts to arrange alternative service with similar options, however, 

based on its availability.   

 The arrangement of seating will depend on its availability and will be done by our driver or tour 

guides. 

 Pick-up and drop-off timings listed on the website are approximate, and they will be adjusted as per 

your location as well as traffic conditions.   

 Coupon Codes can be redeemed only through online booking process. 

 We reserve the right to charge 100% No Show charges if guests do not turn up on time for the pick-

up. 

 In any case the guest does not show up on time and our vehicle departs from the pickup location, 

then we will not arrange for alternative transfer & no refund is provided for the missed tour. 

 Seating arrangement is done as per the availability & it is decided by the Driver or Tour Guide except 

in case of private transfers. 

 

 

 

 


